Surface ultrastructure and
morphology of the Late Eocene
silicoflagellate, Hannaites quadria
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This paper reveals previously unrecorded ultrastructural details of the genus Hannaites from a
high-latitude, South Atlantic deep-sea core.
Our studies of fossil silicoflagellates obtained
from the Dry Valley Drilling Project of Antarctica,
and from the Deep Sea Drilling Project (Mandra
and Mandra, 1970; and Mandraeta/., 1973b) have
convinced us of the need to illustrate some morphological variations of minute details on the surfaces of these microorganisms.
We have started with the genus Hannaites because
it is one of the newest of silicoflagellate genera
(Mandra, 1969) and because of its distinctive ultrastructural detail.
Our material came from Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University: RJV
Vema cruise 17, core 107 (water depth, 1,525
meters; distance from top of core, 245 centimeters;
position, 51°08'S. 54°22'W.; age, Late Eocene). The
sample was prepared by procedures reported
earlier (\Tindii et (Ii., 1973a).

Figure 1. Hannites quadria.
Corner protuberances are
more elongate than spherical (approximately x760).
Figures 2a, 2b. Stereopair
of H. quadria. Corner protuberances are intermediate between elongate and
spherical forms (approximately xBOO). Figure 3. H.
quadria. Corner protuberances are spherical (approximately x760).
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Figures 4a, 4b. Stereopair
of the upper left corner of
figure 1 (approximately
X3,420). Figures 5a, 5b.
Stereopair of the upper
tower left corner of figures
2a, 2b (approximately
x3,420). Figures 6a, 6b.
Stereopair of the upper left
corner of figure 3 (approximately x3,420).

The morphology of Hannaites can be viewed at
three levels: gross morphology, surface morphology, and ultrastructural details.
Here we show only one aspect of gross morphology: the range of shapes of the four-corner
protuberances from elongate (figure 1), to intermediate (figures 2a, 2b*), to spherical (figure 3).
Our studies of two to five-corner Hannaites are not
complete; therefore we are restricting this report
to four-sided forms, as originally described.
*Use stereoscope to examine figures 2a, 2b, 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b,
6a, and 6b (tilt 8°). All scanning electron micrographs were
made at an accelerating voltage of 25 kilovolts.
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Because of the small size of silicoflagellate surface morphology (including "reticulations" of
earlier workers), and the limit of resolution of
optical microscopes, it was difficult to see relief in
these small surface features.
Study of specimens in stereopair, produced by
the scanning electron microscope, now reveals
features on the surface that can be described in
terms of nanopeaks, nanodivides, and nanovalleys.
These three features are on almost all surfaces
of Hannaites, but they are more pronounced on
corner protuberances. The next most abundant
occurrence of these surface features is where the
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When viewed as a stereopair at x 880 (figures
2a, 2b) the ultrastructural detail appears as a delicate, thin, rigid screen that is nearly gauze-like in
quality. The surface has countless small, irregular
pits that appear as small, regularly spaced, equally
sized holes of a screen. At x3,420 (figures 5, 6),
the surface loses some of its delicate, thin, gauzelike quality. And what appears as homogeneous,
regularly spaced holes at lower magnification are
seen at X 13,120 to be heterogeneous, irregular,
surface pits (figure 7).
Facilities were provided incidental to National
Science Foundation grant BMS 74-20046 and to
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
grant NGR 05-010-035 to Preston Cloud, Biogeology Clean Laboratory, University of California,
Santa Barbara.
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Figure 7. Detailed structure of the lower bar and corner
protuberance, lower left corner of figure 3 (approximately
x 13,120).

apical bridge system tubes are attached to the tubes
of the square basal ring. Also, the outside portion
(the "nonwindow" side) of the tubes of the square
basal ring usually has more of these surface features
than the inner side (the "window" side). Therefore,
the inner side of these tubes frequently appears
smoother than the outer side (figures 5a, 5b*).
Nanopeaks are found at the intersections of
nanodivides. Three to five nanodivides commonly
radiate from a nanopeak. In some specimens the
nanopeaks and nanodivides have no pattern
(figures 4a, 4b*), and in others the pattern appears
to be roughly circular (figures 6a, 6b*). On the
tubes, away from corners and junctions, the nanodivides tend to be parallel. Consequently, at these
areas there are few intersections and thus few
nanopeaks. This appears to be the reason why
there are more nanopeaks at corners of specimens
and in areas where tubes of different orientations
meet. On corner protuberances of some specimens
there are areas where the nanopeaks and nanodivides have little relief; these areas appear
smoother than the rest of the corner protuberance
(figures 4a, 4b).
Nanovalleys—those small, low areas between
nanodivides—usually have three to five sides and
have surfaces that are conchoidal.
Ukrastructural details are on the surface features
and on the surface of tubes. Dark, thick lines in
the center of these tubes (figures 1, 2, 3) extending
into the corner protuberances (figures 4, 5, 6) could
be interpreted as the hollow center of these tubes.
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Species of the genus Tetralithus are used extensively in late Cretaceous (Maastrichtian and Cam265

